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One of the key characteristics for a safe flying airplane ... move an airplane from a trimmed airspeed, and stick-free ..... can be tricky to design Frise ailerons to. 
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t’s safe to say no designer wants to create a lousy flying airplane. Why is it then that some airplanes have great flying qualities, whereas others leave their pilots secretly wishing that they had built something else? The reasons may be many, but let’s take a look at some of the key factors that make for a great flying airplane—and how to design for those qualities. As with the previous articles, a new spreadsheet is available to download from the EAA Sport Aviation page on the EAA website at www. eaa.org. One of the key characteristics for a safe flying airplane is that it’s stable in pitch, meaning that if disturbed it will try to return to its trimmed airspeed. For example, suppose you’re flying along at some trimmed airspeed, and then slowly pull back on the stick. As you do this, the airplane will start slowing down and climbing. In a stable airplane, when you release the stick the nose will drop and then bobble up and down as it accelerates back to the trim airspeed. Likewise, if you push the stick forward and then release the stick, the nose will pitch up and again bob up and down as it settles back on the trim airspeed. The forces required either to pull back or push forward will be greater if the airplane’s center of gravity (CG) is forward rather than aft. If you continued moving the CG aft and repeated the push/pull experiment, you would eventually reach a CG position at which pushing or pulling on the stick and letting go would not result in the airplane trying to go back to the trim airspeed. Instead, the airplane would want to stay at whatever the airspeed was when the stick was released. In this case, the CG is at the airplane’s neutral point for the given flight conditions. This is not a CG location at which most pilots would want to fly. When the CG is ahead of this point, the airplane is stable and has a positive static margin, which is presented in terms of the mean aerodynamic chord (MAC). For example, if an airplane has a MAC of 50 inches and a static margin of 0.10 (or 10 percent MAC), this means that the CG is 0.10



times 50 inches, or 5 inches ahead of the neutral point. There are two types of static margin that the designer is concerned about: stick fixed and stick free. Stick fixed static margin is the measure of stability when flying with the control stick held firmly in place; stick free represents the stability of an airplane trimmed to fly hands off. From a pilot’s perspective, stick-fixed stability is indicated by the amount of stick deflection in inches required to move an airplane from a trimmed airspeed, and stick-free stability is reflected in the amount of force in pounds required to move the stick that distance. Stick-fixed static margin at cruise conditions is the easiest to estimate, and can be done using the following equation (from Reference 1): S.M. = XAC – XCG/MAC – 0.1ZCG/MAC – XFUS +



VH T Where: S.M. = static margin (no propeller effects) XAC = wing aerodynamic center XCG = CG location aft of the MAC leading edge ZCG = vertical CG location relative to MAC (negative below wing) MAC = mean aerodynamic chord XFUS = fuselage destabilizing factor T = pressure ratio at tail I usually leave the equations buried in the spreadsheets, but sometimes they’re helpful in showing what the major factors are. In this case, each variable either contributes to or detracts from an airplane’s stability. In theory, the wing’s aerodynamic center is at the 1/4 chord. In reality, it’s closer to 0.24, but can be 0.26 or more on some laminar airfoils. Later wind tunnel data usually gives this location, but if not use 0.24 as a starting point. The horizontal and vertical CG location also impacts the static margin, and it’s reduced as the CG moves aft and is above the wing. The fuselage is always destabilizing. How much



World War II-era airplanes that didn’t have powered flight controls often had large stick movements to help keep the control loads manageable. The opposite is true for smaller homebuilts. Sport Aviation
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largely depends on its width and the amount sticking out ahead of the wing. For preliminary purposes, this term is about 0.02 for a narrow fuselage (like on a tandem seat design) and 0.04 or more for a side-by-side arrangement. The last term represents the tail’s contribution to stability. The portion in parenthesis accounts for the rate of change of the wing’s downwash at the tail, as well as the effects of the aspect ratios of the wing and tail. Looking closely at this term shows the static margin can be increased by increasing the aspect ratio on the wing, the tail, or both. The T symbol represents the dynamic pressure ratio at the tail. Wind tunnel tests in the past have shown this ratio to be roughly 0.8 to 0.9 without propeller effects. A value of 0.8 is a good first estimate for airplanes with side-by-side seating and a reasonably streamlined fuselage shape, whereas a narrow fuselage is closer to 0.9. The last item, VH, is the horizontal tail volume coefficient and is found by multiplying the tail area times the distance from the CG to the horizontal tail one-quarter chord and dividing this by the wing area and the MAC. Some airplane design books over the years have suggested using the tail volume coefficient from previous successful airplanes to estimate the horizontal tail area for a new design. This is not a good idea in my opinion, as the static margin equation shows that many factors play a role in an airplane’s stability. Unless you are making an exact clone of an existing design that has good flying qualities, size the tail to do the job for your application.



Figure 1. Control surface effectiveness for different types of hinged



So if you are doing a clean sheet design, a good stickfixed static margin to use for preliminary sizing a tail is suggested by Reference 1, which holds that the poweroff stick fixed-static margin should be 10 to 15 percent MAC at the aft CG limit. This allows some pad for the 52
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destabilizing effects of power and when the controls are free. I used this equation to check a few certificated airplanes and found that they fell within this suggested range. Flight-testing by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) during the 1940s found that when power effects were included, airplanes with a static margin of at least 8 percent had good flying qualities and anything less than 3 percent MAC was considered dangerous. Since a pilot is more in tune with stick force than stick displacement, it’s helpful to understand what causes these forces and how we can tailor them. The following discussion, though being directed towards elevators, also generally applies to the ailerons and rudder as well.



MAY THE FORCE BE WITH YOU Control forces are largely determined by the elevator hinge moments and the ratio of elevator deflection to stick displacement. The latter is the elevator gear ratio and is an effective way to change the stick forces. A control stick with large displacement will have lower forces than one with smaller displacement. World War II-era airplanes that didn’t have powered flight controls often had large stick movements to help keep the control loads manageable. The opposite is true for smaller homebuilts. One way to increase the elevator control force is to shorten the maximum stick throw. Unfortunately, you can only shorten it up so much before small stick movements result in large changes in elevator deflection—a combination that can result in a very touchy airplane. The other way to tailor the stick forces is to tweak the elevator hinge moments. The bad news is that hinge moments depend on quite a few variables, and so estimating them accurately can be pretty difficult. The good news is extensive wind tunnel research conducted during the 1930s and 1940s provides a base to use for preliminary estimates. Control surface hinge moments can be broken down into two parts: the moment due to a change in angle of attack, and the moment due to the change in surface deflection. It’s easy to see the first by placing a horizontal tail in a wind tunnel. If you start with the tail at 0 degrees angle of attack and increased it to some other angle, you would see the elevator float up at some angle instead surfaces. of remaining in a neutral position. How much it floats would depend on this first hinge moment term. This up-floating tendency reduces the force required to pull back the stick because it’s helping to move the surface in that direction. From a stability standpoint, this is not good and helps reduce the stick-free static margin.



The second hinge moment term is more obvious because it depends on the surface deflection. If we continued with our wind tunnel experiment and only deflected the elevator, we’d find that it took a certain amount of stick force to move the elevator to the new position. This force is due to hinge moment that resists changing the elevator position. These two hinge moment coefficients are largely a function of the ratio of control surface chord to total chord. A control surface’s effectiveness also depends on this ratio (see Figure 1) and represents the equivalent change in tail incidence per degree of control deflection. Though it has a secondary effect on the hinge moments, it plays a key role in determining the forward CG limit of an airplane, where the most elevator control power is needed



A hinge gap can be considered sealed if the gap is less than 0.25 percent of the total chord--a pretty tight tolerance.



to hold the nose up while landing with flaps down. For most elevators, the elevator to total chord ratio is typically 0.30 to 0.45, and have maximum deflections of about 25 degrees up and 20 degrees down. Figure 1 also shows the big impact that a hinge gap has on control 54
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surface effectiveness. A hinge can be considered sealed if the gap is less than 0.25 percent of the total chord. This is a pretty small gap—much smaller than the large gaps that many tube and rag designs have. Gap seals or a small gap tolerance can usually be accomplished to ensure maximum effectiveness, just be careful that whatever method is used can’t accidentally jam the control surface. Though a plain elevator’s hinge moment coefficients and effectiveness parameter have a negative effect on stick-free stability, researchers found they could improve the situation by adding area ahead of the hinge line. This aerodynamic balance can be obtained by setting the hinge back from the leading edge (as commonly done on ailerons) or by adding the area at the outboard tip of the surface. Adding area at the tip is called a horn balance and is either unshielded



(extending all the way to the leading edge) or shielded. Unshielded horns are definitely the more powerful of the two, and designers need to be careful not to overbalance the control surface by using too big of a horn. The horizontal tail’s aspect ratio and the elevator’s trailing edge angle also influence the hinge moment coefficients. Generally, the hinge moment coefficients get smaller as the aspect ratio decreases. Secondly, elevators with shallow trailing edge angles have higher hinge moment coefficients than those with greater angles. This is why manufacturers sometimes bevel the trailing edge of a control surface—to increase the trailing edge angle and thereby lighten the force required to move it. Too great a trailing edge angle can be a problem though, and so it’s a good idea to keep the angle less than 16 degrees. References 2 to 4



If an airplane has a gross weight of 1,200 pounds, uses a control stick, and has a limit load factor of 4, then the minimum stick force would be 15 pounds to go from 1g to 4g, or 5 pounds per g. These are good minimum limits to use even if you’re designing an airplane that is not planned for certification.
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If an airplane has a gross weight of 1,200 pounds, uses a control stick, and has a limit load factor of 4, then the minimum stick force would be 15 pounds to go from 1g to 4g, or 5 pounds per g. These are good minimum limits to use even if you’re designing an airplane that is not planned for certification.
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Figure 2. Example of stick force per ‘g’ at cruise conditions.



cover all the nuances of hinge moment coefficients in more detail, so those wanting to learn more should check them out. As I mentioned earlier, the amount of force and the proper direction of that force (i.e., push to speed up and pull to slow down) that’s required to move the airplane off of trim speed is an indication of its stick-free static margin. This margin also influences the pull force required to accelerate from 1g flight to some higher load
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factor, which is important from a structural standpoint. FAA regulations for a certificated airplane require that the minimum control force to go from 1g to its maximum g load factor for an airplane with a control wheel be no less than the gross weight divided by 100 or 20 pounds, whichever is greater. An airplane with a stick should have a pull no less than the gross weight divided by 140 or 15 pounds, whichever is greater. For example, if an airplane has a gross weight of 1,200 pounds, uses a control stick, and has a limit load factor of 4, then the minimum stick force would be 15 pounds to go from 1g to 4g, or 5 pounds per g. These are good minimum limits to use even if you’re designing an airplane that is not planned for certification. On smaller airplanes, achieving this can be a challenge though—and that’s where aerodynamic balance can help. Figure 2 shows a light-sport airplane example used in this month’s spreadsheet. For the given initial design with an unbalanced plain elevator, the stick force per g falls below the recommended limit at aft CG. However, an unshielded horn balance can accomplish two things. First, the stick force per g increases at aft CG, but notice



that it also decreases at the forward CG limit (compared to the original design). This would make a nicer flying airplane because there’s less difference in control forces between the fore and aft CG limits. Figure 2 shows one other way to increase the stick force per g. The plain elevator curve can be shifted up by using an under-balanced elevator. Tube and rag designs often have elevators like this. The under-balance increases the stickfree stability (indicated by higher forces) because gravity tries to rotate the elevator trailing edge down and helps offset the up-floating tendency discussed earlier. Under-balanced surfaces can have flutter problems if not properly dynamically balanced, so be careful here. Some production designs not only have under-balanced elevators, but also use a bobweight in the control system to further shift the curve up. The biggest drawback of using under-balance or a bobweight is that it increases the forces across the whole CG range.



LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL STABILITY The Wright brothers were probably the first to understand that a practical flying machine needed to be controllable in three different axes. In addition to pitch, the other axes are yaw (or directional) and roll (or lateral). Directional stability and control is provided by the vertical fin and rudder, and ailerons are almost always used for roll control. While a change in pitch doesn’t affect the other two, this isn’t the case when either the rudder or ailerons are deflected. We will ignore this interaction for a moment though. Imagine that we took an airplane and stuck it on a flagpole, passing through its center of gravity. Assuming it was free to rotate, we would see that it acted like a big weathervane with the nose pointing into the prevailing wind. Now if we removed the vertical tail, we’d see that it takes longer for it to turn into the wind and depending Sport Aviation
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on how much of the fuselage is ahead of the CG, the nose may never point into the wind. What this experiment would show is that the vertical tail’s job is to act like the tail feathers on an arrow and keep the nose pointed forward—no big surprise. What it wouldn’t tell us is how big the vertical fin would need to be for acceptable flying qualities. Properly sizing the vertical tail can actually be a bigger challenge than sizing the horizontal. The main reason is that the fuselage side profile, the wing location on fuselage (both horizontally and vertically), and the propeller location all play a role—and their interaction can be difficult to



all things being equal, a high wing design will require a larger vertical fin than a low wing. The rudder usually occupies about 40 percent to 50 percent of the vertical fin area, with a maximum rudder deflection of ±25 degrees. Once deflected, the rudder will start a sideslip, of course, and it will also roll in the direction that the rudder is deflected if the airplane has positive dihedral stability. That is, left rudder input will eventually cause a bank to the left. An airplane can make reasonably coordinated turns by rudder alone if enough dihedral is used, and quite a few ultralights were flown this way in the early days of that industry. An airplane like this can



Figure 3. Minimum aileron sizing guidelines.



estimate. In general, a propeller is directionally destabilizing when located ahead of the CG. This is also the case if there’s a lot of fuselage side profile area ahead of the CG. This effect can be seen most noticeably when installing floats on an airplane. The floats add more side area ahead of the CG, and so often an extra fin or two are needed to help restore the directional stability. Finally, the wing’s vertical location (i.e., whether it has a high or low wing) also plays a role, and 58
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be a handful on crosswind landings though, and history has shown that most pilots prefer controls for all three axes. Some positive dihedral is still desirable, though, and Table 1 (from Reference 5) provides suggested values based on wing planform and location. The Wright brothers developed and patented wing warping as a means of roll control. Glenn Curtiss first adopted a separate “little wing” (or aileron in French) as a way to have roll control but avoid



infringing on the Wright’s patent. The Wrights thought otherwise, and a drawn-out lawsuit followed. (Interestingly, the Wrights quietly adopted the aileron into their designs by 1911.) Ailerons soon became the norm, and NACA spent much time furthering their development. One of the key findings was that at full aileron deflection, pilots wanted the wing tip rolling velocity to be at least 7 percent of the airplanes forward speed or, Pb/2V • .07, where P is the roll rate, b is the wingspan and V is the airspeed. Each of these needs to be in the correct units (span in feet, airspeed in feet/second and roll rate in radians/second) or you won’t get the right answer. The important point is that roll rate alone is not an indicator of acceptable aileron performance; it also depends on its relationship to the wingspan and forward speed. For preliminary design purposes, Figure 3 shows the aileron span and chord



(measured aft of the hinge line) necessary for giving this minimum acceptable lateral control with 40 degrees total aileron deflection. A wing’s aspect and taper ratios also affect roll performance, but to a lesser extent than the aileron’s dimensions. Figure 3 also assumes a rigid wing that doesn’t twist much when the ailerons are deflected. Fabric covered wings are usually more flexible and will likely require bigger ailerons than an equivalent aluminum/plywood/ fiberglass-skinned wing. There are two main observations that can be drawn from Figure 3. First, there’s little benefit in using full-span ailerons (unless to simplify construction). Second, sealing the aileron hinge line has a noticeable impact on the minimum needed aileron chord, especially for shortspanned ailerons. A simple piano hinged aileron, either with a continuous hinge or in segments and sealed with tape, is a simple yet



effective design. What Figure 3 doesn’t show is the stick forces for a given aileron design. British research indicated that pilots prefer aileron forces that are roughly half the force in pitch. This can be a difficult challenge on homebuilts, where aileron forces are often higher than the elevator forces. Aileron forces also become a big factor at higher speeds, since they roughly go up with the square of the airspeed. Production aircraft have maximum aileron force limits that can’t be exceeded, and for LSA aircraft it’s 22 pounds. The good new is that by careful design we can have good aileron performance with acceptable stick forces. The Frise aileron, one of the earliest improvements to aileron design, has two main advantages. First, it has a sharp or small leading edge radius that pokes out in the airstream below the wing when the aileron is deflected up. The air going around and catching on the leading
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amount of adverse yaw caused by the aileron deflection and consequently the amount of rudder needed for a coordinated turn. This has become less of an issue as vertical fin areas have increased over time, and it’s not uncommon to see newer airplanes have equal aileron travel of ±20 degrees. Designing and building an airplane is a lot of work—far too much work to take a chance on ending up with poor or even dangerous flying qualities. Those wanting to dig into the subject deeper, or who are designing their own airplane, are strongly encouraged to get a copy of Reference 4 to further your education on this topic. The time spent studying before designing can pay big dividends when it comes time to finally fly your dream airplane.



USING THE SPREADSHEET Armed with a three-view and a few other pieces of information, you can quickly estimate the stability characteristics of a “conventional” (wing ahead of tail surfaces) The Frise aileron features a sharp leading edge that pokes into the airairplane. Analyzing existing airplanes is a stream to help the aileron deflect and to reduce the rudder needed to great way to see what their estimated stability coordinate a turn. characteristics are. You’ll find that airplanes having historically good flying qualities will also have good estimated stability characteristics. It also edge helps push the aileron up and consequently lowers the required stick force. The second benefit comes from gives you a way to do an “apples to apples” comparison, the additional drag caused by the leading edge sticking either to an existing design or when you vary different below the surface. Increasing the drag on the downward design parameters. Remember, as with all these spreadsheets, the results moving wing helps reduce the amount of rudder needed you get are only estimates and there are no guarantees for a coordinated turn. But the Frise aileron also has some drawbacks. The with the results if you use them. air separates from the upward deflected aileron’s lower surface, especially if it has Tapered Wing Constant Chord a sharp leading edge and this reduces its effectiveness. This can be seen in Figures 2.0° 1.5° High Wing 1 and 3. Another drawback is that it 6.0° 5.0° Low Wing can be tricky to design Frise ailerons to have the desired stick forces, so unless Table 1. Approximate Required Dihedral you’re exactly copying a proven design be prepared to do some development work. A more “modern” approach (developed around WW References: II) to reducing the aileron hinge moments and the 1. Aerodynamics of the Airplane, Millikan, Clark, resulting stick force is to use a circular leading edge shape Wiley and Sons, 1941. and locate the hinge line at 25 percent of the total aileron 2. Morgan, M.B., “Control Surface Design in Theory chord. This approach significantly lowers the hinge and Practice,” Journal of the Royal Aeronautical Society, moments compared to a plain aileron. August 1945. Moving the hinge line back to 30 percent of the total 3. “Computation of Hinge Moment Characteristics aileron chord reduces the hinge moments to almost zero. of Horizontal Tails from Section Data,” NACA report WR Though this is not desirable for most airplanes, aerobatic A-11, Crane, Robert, 1945 (available for download at pilots like very low aileron forces and this is why you’ll see http://naca.larc.nasa.gov/). the aileron hinge line very far back on their machines. 4. Airplane Performance Stability and Control, Perkins, The maximum aileron travel is often 25 degrees up Courtland and Hage, Robert, Wiley and Sons, 1949. and 15 degrees down, for a combined travel of 40 degrees. 5. Preliminary Design Processes, Rawdon, Herb, The difference in up and down travel is to help reduce the Wichita State University Special Collections, 1949. 60
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